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a b s t r a c t
High-resolution transmission electron microscopy is used to study interactions between thiol-capped
Au clusters and amorphous C support ﬁlms. The morphologies of the clusters are found to depend both
on their size and on the local structure of the underlying C. When the C is amorphous, larger Au clusters
are crystalline, while smaller clusters are typically disordered. When the C is graphitic, the Au particles
adopt either elongated shapes that maximize their contact with the edge of the C ﬁlm or planar arrays
when they contain few Au atoms. We demonstrate the inﬂuence of electron beam irradiation on the
structure, shape and stability of the Au clusters, as well as on the formation of holes bounded by terraces
of graphitic lamellae in the underlying C.
© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
A fundamental atomic-scale understanding of the sizedependent structure and stability of Au and thiol-capped Au
clusters on C allotropes (e.g., amorphous C, graphite and graphene)
is important for their controlled synthesis for applications in catalysis (Li et al., 2010), nanomedicine and chemical and biological
sensing (Saha et al., 2012; Daniel and Astruc, 2004). Although the
phase diagrams of nanoparticles and clusters can be predicted theoretically based on thermodynamics, such calculations cannot easily
be used to predict nanoparticle shapes that result from kinetic considerations and they usually do not consider the role of the support
(Barnard et al., 2009; Kuwauchi et al., 2013; Gontard et al., 2014).
Here, we study the size-dependent properties of Au clusters
supported on amorphous C (a-C) ﬁlms at the atomic scale using
high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM). In
recent years, aberration-corrected HRTEM has been successfully
combined with ab initio calculations to study the binding sites
and energies of single atoms on graphene (Meyer et al., 2008;
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Boukhvalov and Katsnelson, 2009; Cretu et al., 2010; Vanin et al.,
2010; Zan et al., 2012; Ramasse et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012a,b,
2013; Hardcastle et al., 2013), Ostwald ripening between monoand bi-metallic nanoparticles on a-C (Yoshida et al., 2012, 2013;
Alloyeau et al., 2012), the diffusion of metal atoms and clusters
on a-C, graphene and C nanotubes (Werner et al., 2005; Wanner
et al., 2006; Batson, 2008; Gan et al., 2008; Cretu et al., 2010, 2012)
and the diffusion and etching of clusters on graphene (Booth et al.,
2011; Wang et al., 2012b, 2013). Aberration-corrected HRTEM and
density functional theory have also been used to investigate the
structures of thiol-protected clusters (Mariscal et al., 2010).
In HRTEM studies, the effect of irradiation by highly energetic
electrons must be taken into account (Egerton et al., 2004; Gontard
et al., 2012). In particular, the energy supplied by an electron in an
elastic collision can displace an atom (knock-on) if the maximum
energy transferred is higher than the threshold energy for removing the atom from its site. Electron irradiation can also rearrange
the structures of C allotropes, even resulting in the irradiationinduced transformation of graphite to diamond (Krasheninnikov
and Banhart, 2007; Börrnert et al., 2012; Girit et al., 2009; Zhu et al.,
2012).
Here, we use aberration-corrected HRTEM and multislice simulations to study Au clusters on an a-C ﬁlm. We correlate the kinetic
shapes adopted by small Au and thiol-protected Au clusters with
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Fig. 1. (a) HRTEM image of Au clusters capped with thiols supported on amorphous carbon. Larger cluster are crystalline, while clusters with sizes below about 1.5 nm are
more disordered. During electron irradiation, smaller clusters undergo signiﬁcant atomic rearrangement. Individual Au atoms (dark dots) are also scattered on the support
ﬁlm. Most clusters have irregular surfaces and are surrounded by atoms that are not part of their surface but “linked” to them. (b) Atomic-resolution HAADF STEM image
showing Au atoms that are either scattered on the C ﬁlm or attached to the particles with unusual Au–Au distances (circles). (c) The HAADF intensity proﬁle integrated inside
the square shown in (b) shows that the clusters are not planar.

the local structure of the underlying C and discuss electron-beaminduced changes of the a-C (including the formation of graphitic
terraces).

electron-beam-induced sputtering rate at their exit surface of
0.09 nm/s (see Supporting Information).
2.2. Sample characterization

2. Methods
2.1. Sample preparation
Au nanoparticles capped with dodecanethiols (Au-SR), the
radical R being (CH2 )11 CH3 , were synthesized by liquid–liquid
phase reduction at room temperature using the method of Brust
et al. (1994). Dodecanethiols are alkane chains, i.e., organic compounds made of chains of C and H that bond to the surface of Au
through a S atom. Drops of the colloidal Au-SR nanoparticles were
dissolved in water, deposited onto ultrathin C ﬁlms supported on
TEM grids supplied by Ted Pella and dried in air. The thicknesses
of the a-C ﬁlms were estimated to be 16 nm by assuming an

HRTEM images were acquired at 300 kV using an aberrationcorrected FEI Titan TEM equipped with a high brightness ﬁeld
emission gun and a 2048 × 2048 pixel charge-coupled-device (CCD)
Ultrascan camera with 2× binning and acquisition times of between
0.5 and 2 s. Aberrations were measured by acquiring defocus/beam
tilt tableaux as a function of radial and azimuthal beam tilt angle.
The spherical aberration coefﬁcient (CS ) was adjusted to a value
of −4.5 m. High-angle annular dark-ﬁeld scanning TEM (HAADF
STEM) images were acquired at 300 kV using a probe-corrected
FEI Titan TEM equipped with a high brightness ﬁeld emission gun.
The value of CS was adjusted to −30 m and a probe convergence
semi-angle of 19 mrad and a collection semi-angle of 75 mrad were
used.
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Fig. 2. Frames taken from Movie S1, showing transformations of the sample during electron beam irradiation at a dose rate of 46 A/cm2 . (a) Opening of holes in the a-C ﬁlm;
(b) A cluster interacting with the edge of the C, changing its shape to match that of the hole; (c) A hole enlarging and graphitic terraces forming on opposite sides of it, with
Au atoms forming closed-packed monolayers on the graphite edges.

2.3. Image simulation

3. Results and discussion

Simulations of HRTEM images were performed using the multislice algorithm in JEMS software, with the transfer function of
the microscope incorporated using the parameters listed in Table
S1, which were chosen to provide a match to the experimentally
observed contrast. 1% random noise was added to the ﬁnal simulations, which were also low-pass ﬁltered to simulate the effect
of the modulation transfer function of the CCD camera. The effect
of electron-optical aberrations, particularly defocus and astigmatism, was included. The Debye-Waller factor used was 0.005 nm2 .
The simulations were based on atomistic models generated using
a dedicated software program written in Matlab. Models of an a-C
ﬁlm were obtained by starting from a hypothetical C crystal comprising a cubic structure with one C atom at each corner of the unit
cell. The unit cell dimension was chosen to be 150 pm to match the
average C C bond length. The position of each atom was changed
from its starting value by a random number multiplied by 30% of
the unit cell dimension. This model was then reﬁned by creating
holes and deleting atoms selectively until the structure resembled
that observed in experimental images.

3.1. Structures of Au clusters
Fig. 1 shows representative HRTEM and atomic-resolution
HAADF STEM images of Au-RS clusters on a-C recorded at room
temperature. The larger particles are crystalline, whereas particles
that are smaller than about 1.5 nm do not have well-deﬁned crystalline structures. Both chains of Au atoms with unusual Au-Au
distances and isolated Au atoms are observed close to the edges
of the particles, irrespective of their size (see Movies S1–S4), while
isolated Au atoms are also distributed across the ﬁlm. Although it
is tempting to associate the rough surfaces of some of the particles with the thiol molecules (Mariscal et al., 2010; Luedtke and
Landman, 1996; Kaushik and Clancy, 2012), the low atomic numbers of the atoms in the molecules and the high contrast of the C
support suggest that they are not readily visible.
Fig. 2 shows a series of frames taken from a movie of
nanoparticles and clusters undergoing changes during irradiation
at an electron dose rate of 46 A/cm2 (2.9 × 106 electrons/nm2 s)
(see Movie S1). Due to the presence of the electron beam, the
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Fig. 3. (a) Detail of experimental HRTEM image of a Au cluster on a-C, a terrace step, a patch of graphite and isolated Au atoms. (b) Multislice simulation performed using
the model shown in (c). The simulation shows that the apparent size and the details of the contrast associated with a Au atom depend strongly on its location. The simulated
contrast is approximately twice that of the experimental contrast when the images are normalized to the same intensity in vacuum.

alkyl chains in the thiols and atoms at the S/Au interfaces are
thought to undergo dissociation of C H, C C, C S and Au-thiolate
bonds, increasing cross-linking between the chains and forming
unsaturated hydrocarbons through C C double bond formation
(Zharnikov et al., 1999). The formation, aggregation and annealing of defects in the Au particles and the a-C ﬁlm are determined
by the energy of the electron beam and the binding and migration
energies of Au, S and C (see Tables S2–S4). 300 kV electrons can
transfer up to 4.3 eV to a Au atom, 26.6 eV to a S atom and 70.9 eV
to a C atom. These energies are sufﬁcient to result in depinning of Au
atoms, evaporation of Au and S atoms from clusters, breaking of C C
and Au S bonds, sputtering of C and the rearrangement of smaller
clusters. The crystalline conﬁgurations of larger clusters make them
more radiation-hard because an energy of 34 eV is needed to knockon one Au atom into an interstitial site. Although the increase in
specimen temperature due to the electron beam is expected to
be low for the conditions used in our experiments (Egerton et al.,
2004), an electron-beam-induced increase in temperature resulting, for example, from the emission of Auger electrons can lead to
enhanced mobility of surface atoms and easier removal by sputtering or evaporation (Williams, 1987). For instance, the energy barrier
for evaporating atoms from a Au nanoparticle surface onto the support is at least Ea − Ec = 3.5 eV, where Ea is the adsorption energy of
a Au adatom (0.3 eV on a-C) and Ec is the cohesive energy of the Au
nanoparticle (Werner et al., 2005; Wanner et al., 2006). The value of
Ec for a Au cluster is predicted to increase with particle size, taking
values of between 1.2 eV/atom for two Au atoms and 3.8 eV/atom
for a bulk crystal (Chan and Yim, 2013). Hence, the smallest clusters
are expected to be more unstable under electron irradiation.
Movies S1–S4 show that Au clusters (particularly smaller ones)
ﬂuctuate continuously between ordered and disordered conﬁgurations. This phenomenon has been observed in many TEM
experiments and has stimulated debate about whether such ﬂuctuations are primarily electron-beam-activated or whether they are
associated with an intrinsic quasimelting state of small clusters
(Smith et al., 1986; Ajayan and Marks, 1989). Ab initio studies predict that the most stable conﬁguration of an unsupported 10–20

atom Au cluster is amorphous and that the energy difference
between different atomic conﬁgurations is very small, supporting
the concept of quasimelting (Wang et al., 2002; Chan and Yim,
2013). Moreover, S atoms from the thiols may remain bonded to the
surfaces of the nanoparticles because the Au S bond has a strength
close to that of the Au Au bond (Häkkinen, 2012) and can also
modify Au Au bonds at the particle surface (see Table. In this way,
at 300 K a competition between perpendicular (Au S) and lateral
(Au Au) bonding is expected to distort the structures of smaller
thiol-capped clusters (Mariscal et al., 2010).
3.2. Multislice simulations
Figs. 3 and 4 show the results of multislice simulations performed to interpret the contrast features in the HRTEM images.
Fig. 3 shows a comparison of an experimental image (Fig. 3a) with
a simulated image (Fig. 3b) calculated using the atomistic model
shown in Fig. 3c. The model comprises a crystalline Au particle
with a size of 1.5 nm supported on an a-C ﬁlm that has a thickness of
5 nm. The model also contains 10 Au atoms (only 8 of which are visible in the x–y projection), which are distributed both within the
a-C ﬁlm and on its surface. Although many of the features in the
experimental image are reproduced in the simulated image, the
experimental contrast is lower than that in the simulation when
the intensities in the experimental and simulated images are both
normalized to the same intensity in vacuum (Howie, 2004).
The simulation in Fig. 3b shows that individual Au atoms can
be identiﬁed in an HRTEM image wherever they are located in the
C support ﬁlm (see, e.g., atoms 1 and 2). However, the symmetry of the contrast associated with an individual Au atom, which
reﬂects both the imaging conditions and the bonding of the atom,
depends on the atoms in its neighborhood and also on the aberrations of the imaging system (Meyer et al., 2011; Ciston et al., 2011).
Even a small amount of two-fold astigmatism and defocus is able to
change the shape and symmetry of the contrast associated with a
Au atom signiﬁcantly. Atom 4 in Fig. 3b, which is the only Au atom
in the simulation that does not have C atoms above or below it,
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Fig. 4. (a) Model of a wedge-shaped crystal of C with three Au atoms at different heights. The wedge has the same density as that of amorphous C but takes the form a simple
artiﬁcial crystalline structure here as its purpose is only to illustrate the difference between its contrast and that of Au atoms placed at different heights. (b) Corresponding
multislice simulation showing that the contrast of the Au atoms depends on their position and on the thickness of the ﬁlm. (c) Line proﬁle of the intensities in the simulated
image normalized to the intensity in vacuum in (b), showing different apparent diameters of the Au atoms. (d) and (e) Experimental images of Au atoms compared with
multislice simulations calculated using the parameters given in Table S1, showing that the details of the image contrast change rapidly when the defocus C1 is changed by
only 6 nm. (f) Simulated HRTEM image of Au and S atoms on a thin amorphous C ﬁlm. The Au atoms (but not the S atoms) can be identiﬁed unambiguously from the image
contrast.
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displays contrast with circular symmetry. The simulations in Fig. 4
conﬁrm the experimental observation that the apparent size of a
Au atom can change as a function of its defocus (i.e., its position in
the electron beam direction).
3.3. Hole and terrace formation
Fig. 2 and Movies S1 and S2 show the formation and growth
of holes as a result of thinning of the a-C ﬁlm due to electron
irradiation. Thinning of the C ﬁlm is expected to take place at its
exit surface, with an estimated sputtering rate of 0.09 nm/s for the
conditions used in our experiments (see Fig. S1 in the Supporting
Information). The breaking of C C bonds is likely to contribute to
softening of the ﬁlm, while electron-beam-induced thermal explosions of the hydrocarbon clusters that are typically present in C
ﬁlms can also create holes within them that can enlarge rapidly
due to subsequent irradiation (Börrnert et al., 2012). As the experiments were not carried out under ultra-high-vacuum conditions, O
plasma etching of the a-C can also play an important role and can be
enhanced by the presence of small amounts of carbonyl sulphide
(Kim et al., 2013). As the threshold energy for ejecting a C atom
depends on its local bonding conﬁguration, C atoms with dangling
bonds at the edges of holes are easier to sputter and may contribute
to the rapid growth of holes. Although catalytic etching by metal
atoms can be an important mechanism of hole enlargement, this
behavior was not observed for Au in the present study.
Fig. 2 and Movies S1 and S2 show that areas of the a-C ﬁlm
around holes exhibit graphitic terraces and monatomic steps. The
transformation of a-C to graphitic C cannot be explained by preferential sputtering of the edges alone. S-induced graphitization
may take place if S atoms are located interstitially between C
layers. However, because the reaction between S and imperfect
C is slow, this process requires rapid heating for S to evaporate
without reaction and for C atoms to rearrange around the newlyformed defect (Brandtzeg, 1988). In our experiments, the specimen
temperature is expected to be low, yet we still observe graphitization. We believe that electron-beam-induced reordering of a-C
(Banhart, 1999; Börrnert et al., 2012) takes place in the form of
self-organization of glassy C into graphitic C. This is a well-known
phenomenon, which results from cross-linking between neighboring molecules at low temperature.
Such a transformation introduces local changes in density and
has been used to explain the strain-induced enlargement of holes in
a-C ﬁlms under electron irradiation (Márquez-Lucero et al., 2005).
We propose that the presence of graphitic terraces at the sides of the
holes in Fig. 2 and their subsequent enlargement is associated with
the formation of graphitic lamellar domains in the a-C ﬁlm, with the
graphitic layers sliding across one another because of contraction
of the C ﬁlm, as shown schematically in Fig. 5.
This inference is important because a-C is one of the most lubricious materials known, but the mechanism for its lubricity is not
well understood at the atomic level (Sánchez-López et al., 2003).
It has been predicted that tensile stress in a-C can reorient C C
bonds and induce the formation of lamellar domains of graphite,
resulting in low friction originating from repulsive and low shear
interactions across the sliding interface (Ma et al., 2011).
3.4. Relationship between particle morphology and support ﬁlm
structure
In our experiments, we observe a clear relationship between
the sizes of the Au clusters and the local structure of the C ﬁlm,
as summarized in Fig. 6. On a-C, Au clusters with sizes larger
than 1.5 nm are found to be crystalline (Fig. 6a), while smaller
clusters adopt more disordered three-dimensional conﬁgurations and undergo frequent atomic rearrangements (Fig. 6b).

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram showing the proposed mechanism of formation of
graphitic terraces. The electron beam sputters C atoms away from the exit surface of
the a-C ﬁlm. Graphite forms with a lamellar structure in the a-C as a result of shear
strain. Holes enlarge rapidly as a result of sputtering at their edges, accompanied by
sliding of the graphitic lamellae that form terraces on opposite sides of the hole.

Ab initio calculations combined with aberration-corrected STEM
images of mobile metal adatoms on single layer, bilayer and trilayer
graphene have shown that migration barriers are very low for Au on
graphene, with metal adatoms bonding preferentially where C C
bonds are stretched and that the electron density for forming new
bonds with the adatoms is higher (Jensen et al., 2004; Batson, 2008;
Zan et al., 2011; Hardcastle et al., 2013). We observe a greater
afﬁnity for clusters to bind to imperfect and strained regions
around holes in the ﬁlm and to the steps of terraces. Because of the
active nature of low-coordinated particles, the cohesive energy
may be overwhelmed by chemical bonding to the support, leading
to substantial changes in atomic arrangement even for crystalline
particles, as observed previously for Ge, Cr and Fe clusters (Bals
et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012b, 2013). For example, the Au particle
in Fig. 6c adapts its structure to match the shape of the C edge.
Fig. 6 shows an image detail taken from Movies S1–S3, in which
several atoms form a planar monolayer at the graphite edge. This
observation is consistent with ab initio calculations, which predict
that small Au clusters adopt planar structures for sizes of up to 15
atoms (Wang et al., 2002). Fig. 6 shows that the terrace near the
Au cluster is very likely to be graphene or very thin graphite, as
conﬁrmed by the hexagonal symmetry of the diffractogram and
the spacings of the diffracted spots. The fact that clusters can bind
strongly to the edge of the ﬁlm also provides a template for the
hexagonal ordering of Au atoms, as observed previously for planar
Fe clusters on graphene (Wang et al., 2012b). We compared the
HRTEM image of the cluster shown in Fig. 6d and e with multislice
simulations. Fig. 6f shows three models of a cluster of 7 atoms of Au
placed at a height of 0.3 nm above a graphene layer. This value is
mid-way between that predicted theoretically (Vanin et al., 2010)
and without considering van der Waals interactions (Chan and
Yim, 2013). The three models used in the calculations correspond
to the binding of Au adatoms on three sites of high symmetry in
graphene: a hollow (H) site at the center of a hexagon, a bridge
(B) site at the midpoint of a C C bond and a top (T) site above a
C atom (Chan et al., 2008). Figs. 6e and f show simulated HRTEM
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Fig. 6. Structures of thiol-protected Au clusters on different C allotropes. (a) Au clusters on a-C are typically crystalline for sizes above about 1.5 nm. (b) Ultraﬁne clusters
below about 1 nm are disordered and three-dimensional (see Fig. 1), with frequent atomic rearrangements. (c) Au clusters interact strongly with the graphite edges and
steps, adapting their shapes to the proﬁles of edges. (d) A cluster with several Au atoms adopts a planar shape and binds to the edge of a graphitic patch. Below are shown
two diffractograms corresponding to the two areas inside the solid squares in (d). The symmetry and the spacings conﬁrm that the terrace has the hexagonal structure of
graphene. (e) Detail of the planar Au cluster shown inside the dashed square in (d). The inset shows a multislice simulation of the cluster, with Au atoms located on T-sites
0.3 nm above the graphene layer. (f) Atomistic models used for multislice simulations of Au atoms on B-, H- and T-sites. The simulated intensities are shown in false color
(red = low and violet = high intensity). (For interpretation of the references to color in ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

images generated for the imaging parameters given in Table S1.
The best match to the experimental image is obtained for Au atoms
on T-sites, for which the intensity maxima are located between
the Au atoms in a 3-fold pattern, although it should be noted that
the contrast features of single atoms in HRTEM images are very
sensitive to the imaging conditions used (see Fig. 4). Interestingly,
this result is in agreement with ab initio calculations performed
by Brito and Miwa (2010) and with experimental results obtained
using aberration-corrected HAADF STEM (Zan et al., 2011),

sizes below about 1.5 nm are more disordered. On graphitic layers, the clusters adopt elongated shapes along the edges and steps
and planar arrangements when they contain only a few Au atoms.
We illustrate the electron-beam-induced transformation of a-C into
graphitic terraces, which suggests that C C bond reorientation is
mediated by electron-beam-induced shear strain.

4. Conclusions

(1) Calculation of sputtering rate of a-C ﬁlm under electron irradiation.
(2) Calculation of knock-on energies as a function of accelerating
voltage.
(3) Table of published values of bonding and migration energies of
Au and C atoms in several atomic conﬁgurations.
(4) Table of imaging parameters used during the experiments and
for multislice simulations.

High-resolution transmission electron microscopy has been
used to provide insight into the equilibrium shapes of Au clusters capped with dodecanothiols supported on a-C ﬁlms and to
highlight the inﬂuence of both the C support and electron irradiation on their physical properties. Larger clusters on a-C are found
to be crystalline and more equidimensional, while clusters with

Supporting information
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(5) Two Movies S1 and S2 of in situ TEM experiments of the dynamics of thiol-protected Au clusters supported on an a-C ﬁlm at
an electron dose rate of 46 A/cm2 (2.9 × 106 electrons/nm2 s).
Chains of Au atoms and isolated Au atoms are observed at the
edges of the particles. C terraces form at the edges of holes.
(6) Two Movies S3 and S4 showing details extracted from Movie
S1 of planar clusters and the interaction of clusters with
C edges.
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